Abstract. For a simple algebraic group G in characteristic p, a triple (a, b, c) of positive integers is said to be rigid for G if the dimensions of the subvarieties of G of elements of order dividing a, b, c sum to 2 dim G. In this paper we complete the proof of a conjecture of the third author, that for a rigid triple (a, b, c) for G with p > 0, the triangle group T a,b,c has only finitely many simple images of the form G(p r ). We also obtain further results on the more general form of the conjecture, where the images G(p r ) can be arbitrary quasisimple groups of type G.
Introduction
It has been known for some time [1, Theorem B] that every finite simple group can be generated by two elements. It is natural to ask, therefore, whether a given finite simple group G 0 can be generated by two elements, whose orders respectively divide given integers a and b, and whose product has order dividing a given integer c. A finite group generated by two such elements is called an (a, b, c)-group or said to be (a, b, c)-generated. Equivalently, an (a, b, c)-group is a finite quotient of the triangle group T = T a,b,c with presentation T = T a,b,c = x, y, z : x a = y b = z c = xyz = 1 .
When investigating the finite (nonabelian) quasisimple quotients of T , we can assume that 1/a+1/b+1/c < 1 as otherwise T is either soluble or T ∼ = T 2,3,5 ∼ = Alt 5 (see [5] ). The group T is then a hyperbolic triangle group. Without loss of generality, we will further assume that a ≤ b ≤ c and call (a, b, c) a hyperbolic triple of integers. (Indeed, T a,b,c ∼ = T a ′ ,b ′ ,c ′ for any permutation (a ′ , b ′ , c ′ ) of (a, b, c).)
In 1893, Hurwitz [9] showed that the group Aut(S) of automorphisms of a compact Riemann surface S of genus h ≥ 2 is finite and has order bounded above by 84(h − 1). Moreover the latter bound is attained if and only if Aut(S) is a (2, 3, 7)-group. Following the original work of Hurwitz, the first (a, b, c)-groups to be investigated were the (2, 3, 7)-groups or so called Hurwitz groups. For example, Macbeath [20] determined the prime powers q such that PSL 2 (q) is Hurwitz. As another illustration, Conder showed in 1980 [3] that every alternating group Alt n of degree greater than 167 is Hurwitz. Moreover in [4] he determined the positive integers n ≤ 167 for which Alt n is Hurwitz, in particular Alt 167 is not (2, 3, 7)-generated and the latter 167 bound is best possible. Although a lot of effort has been put into determining the finite simple Hurwitz groups, this classification is not complete. For a survey of results, see for example [5, 6] . Until recently, there were much fewer results in the literature for (a, b, c) = (2, 3, 7) . By Higman's conjecture, proved to hold separately in [8, 18] , every Fuchsian group, and so also every hyperbolic T a,b,c , surjects onto all but finitely many alternating groups. In [21] the third author introduced some new methods, in particular the concept of rigidity, for investigating whether a finite quasisimple group of Lie type is an (a, b, c)-group.
Let G be a simple algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic char(K) = p (possibly equal to 0). For a positive integer u, we let G [u] be the subvariety of G consisting of elements of G of order dividing u and set j u (G) = dim G [u] . Recall that a finite quasisimple group G 0 of Lie type occurs as the derived subgroup of the fixed point group of a simple algebraic group G, when char(K) = p is prime, under a Steinberg endomorphism F , i.e. G 0 = (G F ) ′ . We use the standard notation G 0 = (G F ) ′ = G(q) where q = p r for some positive integer r. (We include the possibility that G(q) is of twisted type.) Following [21] , given a simple algebraic group G and a triple (a, b, c) of positive integers, we say that (a, b, c) is rigid for G if the sum j a (G) + j b (G) + j c (G) is equal to 2 dim G. When the latter sum is less (respectively, greater) than 2 dim G, we say that (a, b, c) is reducible (respectively, nonrigid) for G. The main purpose of this paper is to further investigate the rigid case and make further progress on the finiteness conjecture of the third author (first formulated for triples (a, b, c) of primes in [21] ): Conjecture 1. Let G be a simple algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field K of prime characteristic p and let (a, b, c) be a rigid triple of integers for G. Then there are only finitely many quasisimple groups G(p r ) (of the form (G F ) ′ where F is a Steinberg endomorphism) that are (a, b, c)-generated.
In [21] the third author made some progress on Conjecture 1 in the special case where a, b and c are prime numbers. Given a simple algebraic group G he determined in [21, Theorem 3] the rigid triples (a, b, c) of primes that are rigid for G. The classification of rigid triples of primes for simple algebraic groups reduces Conjecture 1 (for triples of primes) to a handful of cases which are easy to describe. Moreover some of these cases can be handled using the concept of linear rigidity for a triple of elements in a general linear group defined over K. Following [21, Theorems 1-3] Conjecture 1 holds in many cases when a, b and c are primes: for example for G not of type C ℓ with 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ 13 nor G 2 . Using deformation theory, Larsen, Lubotzky and the third author proved in [12, Theorem 1.7] that Conjecture 1 holds except possibly if p divides abcd where d is the determinant of the Cartan matrix of G (see Theorem 2.1 below). In the proof of [12, Theorem 1.7] , given a simple algebraic group G and a rigid triple (a, b, c) of integers for G, one shows that if p ∤ abcd then a surjective homomorphism ρ : T → G(p r ), seen as an element of the representation variety Hom(T, G) of homomorphisms from T to G, is locally rigid. That is, there is a neighbourhood of ρ in which every element is obtained from ρ by conjugation by an element of G. In particular, the orbit of ρ under the action of G by conjugation is open and the conclusion of [12, Theorem 1.7] follows from the fact that in a variety one can have only finitely many open orbits. The assumption in [12, Theorem 1.7] that p ∤ abcd is crucial. Indeed as p ∤ abc, there is a formula of Weil [27] for computing the dimension of the cohomology group H 1 (T, Ad • ρ) where Ad : G → Aut(Lie(G)) is the adjoint representation of G. Moreover, since p ∤ d one can show that dim H 1 (T, Ad • ρ) = 0 and then [27] yields that ρ is locally rigid as an element of Hom(T, G). Although [12, Theorem 1.7 ] is a major achievement in the study of Conjecture 1, it leaves infinitely many open triples such as (2, 3, c) and (3, 3, c) for several families of classical groups. To make further progress on Conjecture 1, it is essential to determine the rigid triples of integers (not necessarily primes) for simple algebraic groups.
In this paper we examine the remaining open cases of the conjecture. In our first result we complete the proof of the conjecture for the finite simple groups.
Theorem 2. Conjecture 1 holds for all finite simple groups of Lie type. That is, if G is a simple algebraic group of adjoint type defined over an algebraically closed field K of prime characteristic p and (a, b, c) is rigid for G, then only finitely many simple groups G(p r ) are (a, b, c)-groups.
The first ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2 is the classification of rigid triples (a, b, c) of integers for simple algebraic groups. This is established in [22] and we recall the result in §2. In particular, if G is of adjoint type and (a, b, c) is rigid for G then G is of type A ℓ (with 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ 4), C 2 or G 2 . More precisely, the rigid triples (a, b, c) of integers for simple algebraic groups G of adjoint type are as in Table 1 below.
any (2, 4, 5) , (2,5,5) Recall that given a field F and a subgroup H of GL n (F), the character field of H is the subfield of F generated by the traces of the elements of H. If G is of type C 2 and (a, b) = (3, 3), our approach is to determine some generators (as well as some relations between these generators) for the character fields of the subgroups of Sp 4 (K) generated by two elements of order 3 having product of order dividing a given positive integer c and acting absolutely irreducibly on the natural module for Sp 4 (K). The characterisation we obtain for these character fields implies that up to isomorphism there are only finitely many such fields. In particular, given a prime number p and a positive integer c, there are only finitely many positive integers r such that Sp 4 (p r ) (respectively, PSp 4 (p r )) is a (3, 3, c)-group. The techniques involve linear algebra, commutative algebra and the use of Gröbner bases. The case where G is of type A can be dealt with using the concept of linear rigidity originally introduced in [10] . The argument we give for G of type A is almost identical to the one given in [21, Lemma 3.2] for a triple (a, b, c) of primes. In the remaining cases, namely where G is of type C 2 and (a, b) = (2, 3) or G is of type G 2 and (a, c) = (2, 5), we embed G in a simple algebraic group H of type A and show that either an (a, b, c)-subgroup of G acts reducibly on the natural module for H and so G(q) is never an (a, b, c)-group, or use linear rigidity to conclude.
More generally, considering also non-adjoint groups, we obtain the following result. Table 2 below. Once we have Theorem 2 to hand, Theorem 3 follows essentially from the classification determined in [22] of rigid triples of integers for non-adjoint simple algebraic groups and the fact that Conjecture 1 holds generally for G non-adjoint of types A, B and D. In [22] the third author classified the reducible triples (a, b, c) of integers for simple algebraic groups G, see Table 3 below. In particular if (a, b, c) is reducible for G then G is abstractly isomorphic to a simple algebraic group of simply connected type. Combining the above result with Table 3 , we obtain: Table 3 , then G(p r ) is never an (a, b, c)-group.
We now make some observations on the nonrigid case. Let us note that the converse of Conjecture 1 is not true in the sense that we can have a simple algebraic group G defined (3, 3, 4) , (3, 4, 4) , (4, 4, 4) Sp 6 (K) p = 2 (2, 3, c), (2, 4, c), (2, 5, 5) , (2, 5, 6) , (2, 6, 6) Sp 8 (K) p = 2 (2, 3, 7), (2, 3, 8) , (2, 4, 5) , (2, 4, 6) Sp 10 (K) p = 2 (2, 3, 7), (2, 3, 8) , (2, 3, 9) , (2, 3, 10) , (2, 4, 5) , (2, 4, 6) Sp 12 (K) p = 2 (2, 3, 7), (2, 3, 8) , (2, 4, 5) 7) is nonrigid for SL 7 (K). However Larsen, Lubotzky and the third author have investigated through deformation theory the case where G(p r ) is a finite untwisted simple group of Lie type and (a, b, c) is a nonrigid hyperbolic triple of integers for G. To state the main result in this direction we introduce some notation and recall the notion for a hyperbolic triangle group T to be saturated with finite untwisted simple quotients of type X. Let X be a simple Dynkin diagram, X(C) be the simple adjoint algebraic group over C and X(p r ) denote the untwisted finite simple group of type X over F p r . A hyperbolic triangle group T is said to be saturated with finite quotients of type X if there exist integers p 0 and e such that for all primes p > p 0 , X(p eℓ ) is a quotient of T for every ℓ ∈ N. The motivation for this notion stems from the property, proved in [13] , that a hyperbolic triangle group T is saturated with finite quotients of a given (Lie) type X if and only if there exists a representation ρ ∈ Hom(T, X(C)) such that Im(ρ) is Zariskidense and dim H 1 (T, Ad • ρ) > 0 (where Ad : X(C) → Aut(Lie(X(C))) is the adjoint representation of X(C)). The cases appearing in [13, Table 2 ] are in fact true exceptions to the theorem as they correspond to the rigid cases. It is believed that most of the other possible exceptions appearing in [13, Table 1 ] are not exceptions to the theorem. It would be interesting to further investigate this theorem and for example eliminate some possible exceptions to the theorem appearing in [13, Table 1 ].
The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2 we present some preliminary results needed in the proof of Theorem 2. We recall in particular from [12] that given a simple algebraic group G and a rigid triple (a, b, c) of positive integers for G, Conjecture 1 holds except for finitely many explicit prime characteristics (see Theorem 2.1). We also recall the classification of rigid triples of integers for simple algebraic groups [22] (see Theorem 2.2 below). This is the most important ingredient in this paper. We also obtain in §2 two reduction results to Theorems 2 and 3. In §3 we prove that Theorems 2 and 3 hold provided that Conjecture 1 holds for G of type C 2 and (a, b) = (3, 3) . Note that to handle the relevant cases where G is of type A we essentially repeat a couple of arguments from [21] . In §4 we prove that Conjecture 1 holds for G of type C 2 and (a, b) = (3, 3), completing the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3.
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Rigid triples
In this section we present some preliminary results needed in the proof of Theorem 2. We denote by G a simple algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p (possibly equal to 0). Recall that given a positive integer u, we let G [u] be the subvariety of G consisting of elements of G of order dividing u and set
is the minimal dimension of a centralizer in G of an element of G of order dividing u and so j u (G) is the maximal dimension of a conjugacy class of G of an element of G of order dividing u.
Let us record the main result towards Conjecture 1. Recall that the determinant of the Cartan matrix of a simple algebraic group G is ℓ + 1, 2, 2, 4, 1, 1, 3, 2 and 1 according respectively as G is of type In order to prove Theorems 2 and 3, we also need the classification of hyperbolic triples (a, b, c) of integers as reducible, rigid or nonrigid for a given simple algebraic group G. This classification is established in [22, Theorem 9] . For ease of reference we state the result below, with Tables 1 and 3 recorded in  §1 and Table 4 recorded below. Recall that if G is not of simply connected type nor of adjoint type then either G is abstractly isomorphic to SL n (K)/C where C Z(SL n (K)), or G is of type D ℓ , p = 2 and G is abstractly isomorphic to SO 2ℓ (K) or a half-spin group HSpin 2ℓ (K) where ℓ is even in the latter case. (i) The reducible hyperbolic triples (a, b, c) of integers for simple algebraic groups G of simply connected or adjoint type are exactly those given in Table 3 . In particular there are no reducible hyperbolic triples of integers for simple algebraic groups of adjoint type.
(ii) The rigid hyperbolic triples of integers (a, b, c) for simple algebraic groups G of simply connected type are exactly those given in Table 4 .
(iii) The rigid hyperbolic triples of integers (a, b, c) for simple algebraic groups G of adjoint type are exactly those given in Table 1 .
(iv) The classification of reducible and rigid hyperbolic triples of integers for SO n (K) is the same as for PSO n (K).
(v) The classification of reducible and rigid hyperbolic triples of integers for HSpin 2ℓ (K) is the same as for Spin 2ℓ (K).
(vi) If C Z(SL n (K)) contains an involution then the classification of reducible and rigid hyperbolic triples of integers for SL n (K)/C is the same as for PSL n (K). Otherwise, the classification of reducible and rigid hyperbolic triples of integers for SL n (K)/C is the same as for SL n (K). , (a, b, c) ) as given below.
(ii) G = PSL 3 (K), a = 2 and p | 6bc.
We also obtain the following reduction result for Theorem 3. Proof. The result is again a consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Here we need the further observation that if char(K) = 2 then Sp 4 (K) is abstractly isomorphic to PSp 4 (K). Moreover we refer to [21, Proposition 3.2] where it is shown that if p = 2 and n ∈ {11, 12} then Spin n (p r ) and HSpin 12 (p r ) are never Hurwitz groups (i.e. (2, 3, 7)-groups).
We complete this section by giving below the main ideas involved in the proof of Theorem 2.2. We refer the reader to [22] for more details.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.2. The principal ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2.2 is the determination of d u (G) for every simple algebraic group G and every positive integer u. Indeed, given a simple algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field K and a hyperbolic triple (a, b, c) of integers, saying that (a, b, c) is rigid (respectively reducible, nonrigid) for G amounts to saying that the sum
where G s.c. (respectively, G a. ) denotes the simple algebraic group of simply connected (respectively, adjoint) type over K of same Lie type and Lie rank as G. One then uses the result of [15] determining d u (G a. ) and giving a lower bound for d u (G). The next step is to determine d u (G) for G a simple algebraic group of simply connected type. One proceeds by constructing a specific element g of G s.c. of order dividing u with centralizer C Gs.c. (g) of small dimension and one then proves that dim C Gs.c. (g) must in fact be equal to d u (G s.c. ). For G not abstractly isomorphic to a group of simply connected or adjoint type, one has to pursue further considerations (see the proof of [22, Theorem 5] ). With the principal ingredient to hand, one can show that, given a simple algebraic group G, d u (G) : N → N seen as a function of u is decreasing. One then puts a partial order on the set of hyperbolic triples of integers in the following way. Given two hyperbolic triples (a, b, c) and
if and only if a ≤ a ′ , b ≤ b ′ and c ≤ c ′ . In particular, among all hyperbolic triples, exactly three are minimal: (2, 3, 7), (2, 4, 5) and (3, 3, 4) . Given a simple algebraic group G, since a, b, c) . If G is of type A ℓ with ℓ ≥ 11, or G is of type B ℓ with ℓ ≥ 10, or G is of type C ℓ with ℓ ≥ 15, or G is of type D ℓ with ℓ ≥ 9, one can show, using general tight upper bounds for d u (G), that (2, 3, 7), (2, 4, 5) and (3, 3, 4) are all nonrigid for G. For G of exceptional type or of classical type of low rank, one uses the precise values for d u (G) to classify the hyperbolic triples of integers for G as reducible, rigid or nonrigid. If one only considers the case where G is of adjoint type, less work is involved. As an illustration, we consider the case where G is of type A ℓ or E 8 . Given G and a hyperbolic triple (a, b, c) of integers, we let
is equal to 0 (respectively, positive, negative). Also given the Coxeter number h of G and a positive integer u, we write h = zu + e where z and e are nonnegative integers such that 0 ≤ e ≤ u − 1. Suppose first that G is of type A ℓ so that h = ℓ + 1 and dim
In particular, one can show that d u (G) is a decreasing function of u. Let g(e) = 
In particular, for any hyperbolic triple (a, b, c) of integers, we have
Suppose (a, b, c) = (2, 3, 7). We have S (2,3,7) ≤ F (2) + F (3) + F (7). Now
42 +1 is negative for h ≥ 7, it follows that (2, 3, 7) is nonrigid for G provided h ≥ 7, that is ℓ ≥ 6. Also every hyperbolic triple (a ′ , b ′ , c ′ ) of integers with (a ′ , b ′ , c ′ ) ≥ (2, 3, 7) is nonrigid for G with ℓ ≥ 6. Suppose (a, b, c) = (2, 4, 5). We have S (2,4,5) ≤ F (2) + F (4) + F (5). Now [15] . In particular d u (G) is a decreasing function of u. Moreover D (2, 3, 7) , D (2, 4, 5) and D (3, 3, 4) are all negative, and so (2, 3, 7), (2, 4, 5) and (3, 3, 4) are all nonrigid for G. It follows that every hyperbolic triple of integers is nonrigid for G.
Reducibility and linear rigidity
In this section we prove the following result. Throughout this section, K denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic p (possibly equal to 0, unless otherwise stated). We begin with the following definition. Definition 3.2. Let H = SL n (K)/C where C Z(SL n (K)), G be a closed subgroup of H and (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) be a hyperbolic triple of integers. We say that (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) is G-reducible for H, G-rigid for H or G-nonrigid for H, respectively, if the maximum value of
(where, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, g i ∈ G has order dividing n i ) is less than, equal to, or greater than 2 dim H, respectively.
Let G be a closed subgroup of a simple algebraic group H of type A over K and let (a, b, c) be a hyperbolic triple of integers. Recall that by an irreducible subgroup of a classical group, we mean a subgroup acting irreducibly on the natural module for the overgroup. We prove below that if (a, b, c) is not G-nonrigid for H then there are up to isomorphism only finitely many (possibly zero) (a, b, c)-generated subgroups of G that are irreducible for H. The latter result is key for proving Proposition 3.1. We begin with the case where (a, b, c) is G-reducible for H. Lemma 3.3. Let H = SL n (K)/C where C Z(SL n (K)) and let G be a closed subgroup of H. Suppose (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) is a hyperbolic triple of integers which is G-reducible for H. If (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) is a triple of elements g i of G of order dividing n i such that g 1 g 2 g 3 = 1 then g 1 , g 2 is a reducible subgroup of H.
Proof. Since (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 
Lemma 3.4. Let H = SL n (K)/C where C Z(SL n (K)) and let G H be a simple algebraic group. The following assertions hold. If (a, b, c) is a G-rigid triple of integers for H then up to conjugacy in GL n (K), there are only finitely many subgroups of G that are both (a, b, c)-generated and irreducible subgroups of H.
(ii) Suppose C is nontrivial. If (a, b, c) is a G-rigid triple of integers for H then up to isomorphism, there are only finitely many subgroups of G that are both (a, b, c)-generated and irreducible subgroups of H.
The proof of Lemma 3.4 is very similar to that of [21, Lemma 3.2]
and uses the concept of linear rigidity. For further details, we refer the reader to [21, §3] . For completeness, we recall that a triple (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) of elements of GL n (K) with g 1 g 2 g 3 = 1 is said to be linearly rigid if for any triple (h 1 , h 2 , h 3 ) of elements of GL n (K) with h 1 h 2 h 3 = 1 such that h i is conjugate to g i for each i, there exists an element g in GL n (K) with g i = gh i g −1 for all i.
Proof. We let (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) = (a, b, c) and denote by |h| the order of an element h ∈ SL n (K). We first consider part (i). Let
2 is an irreducible subgroup of H} and for a fixed triple (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ) of conjugacy classes C i of G consisting respectively of elements of orders dividing n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , let 
. As G is simple, the number of conjugacy classes C i of elements of order dividing n i in G is finite. It follows that GL n (K) has finitely many orbits on T . Therefore up to conjugacy in GL n (K), there are only finitely many subgroups of G that are (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 )-generated and are irreducible subgroups of H. Finally let us consider part (ii). Suppose now that (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) is a G-rigid triple of integers for SL n (K)/C. Suppose that (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) are elements of SL n (K) such that g 1 g 2 g 3 = ζ for some ζ ∈ C, g i C ∈ G has order dividing n i , and g 1 , g 2 is an irreducible subgroup of SL n (K). Replacing g 3 by g 3 ζ −1 we then have g 1 g 2 g 3 = 1, the order |g i | divides nn i and g 1 , g 2 is an irreducible subgroup of SL n (K). Furthermore, the G-rigidity of (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) for SL n (K)/C and [21, Proposition 2.1] applied to SL n (K)/C yield dim g
SetT to be the set of triples (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) of elements g i ∈ SL n (K) (1 ≤ i ≤ 3) such that g 1 g 2 g 3 = 1, the order of g i divides nn i , g i C is an element of G, g 1 , g 2 is an irreducible subgroup of SL n (K) and
By [21, Lemma 3.1] every element ofT is linearly rigid, and a similar argument to that given in (i) above shows that GL n (K) has finitely many orbits onT . Therefore up to isomorphism there are only finitely many subgroups of G that are (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 )-generated and are irreducible subgroups of H.
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4 applied to the special case where G = H, we obtain the following result. In the next two results we make further progress on Conjecture 1 in the special case where G is of type C 2 and (a, b) = (2, 3) or G is of type G 2 . In doing so we use Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. Proof. In [17, Proposition 6.2] it is shown that PSp 4 (p r ) is never (2, 3)-generated when p ∈ {2, 3}. We can therefore assume that p ∈ {2, 3}. By Theorem 2.2 the triple (2, 3, c) which is rigid for PSp 4 (K) remains rigid for PSL 4 (K). The result now follows from Lemma 3.4. Proof. Note that in [16] it was shown that G 2 (5 r ) is never a (2, 5, 5)-group. For completeness we include a slightly different proof of this latter fact. Write G = G 2 (K) where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ∈ {2, 5}. Suppose first that p = 2. Then G is a subgroup of SL 6 (K). By [14] , an involution in Suppose finally that p = 5. Then G is a subgroup of SL 7 (K). By [14] , an element of order 5 in G 2 (K) is conjugate in SL 7 (K) to an element g 5,1 , g 5,2 or g 5, 3 having Jordan form = 32.
Also an element g 2,1 of SL 7 (K) of order 2 whose centralizer in SL 7 (K) has minimal dimension satisfies dim g (ii) There are only finitely many positive integers r such that PSp 4 (p r ) is a (3, 3, c) -group. and (a, b) = (3, 3) then Conjecture 1 holds. Hence Theorems 2 and 3 also hold.
Unless otherwise stated, in this section F denotes an arbitrary field and we denote by F q a finite field of order a prime power q = p r . Let n be a positive integer. Recall that for a subgroup H of GL n (F), the character field cf(H) of H is the subfield of F generated by {tr(h) : h ∈ H}.
The remainder of the paper is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Since our methods differ somewhat from the preceding material, let us give a brief outline. If g 1 , g 2 ∈ Sp 4 (q), the character field cf( g 1 , g 2 ) is the subfield of F q generated by traces of all words in g 1 and g 2 . We view the traces of words as an elements of a polynomial ring, and use the further assumption g 3 1 = g 3 2 = 1 to derive relations between these polynomials which hold in cf( g 1 , g 2 ). By assuming also that g 1 , g 2 is absolutely irreducible, we ultimately show in Proposition 4.7 below that cf( g 1 , g 2 ) is generated by the values of just three such polynomials and find also a relation between these three polynomials. Hence cf( g 1 , g 2 ) is a quotient of a finitely-generated polynomial ring. By using the final assumption that g 1 g 2 has order dividing a given positive integer c, we derive two further relations for the generators (see Lemma 4.8 below) . This enables us to show that cf( g 1 , g 2 ) is an image of a particular finite quotient of the polynomial ring, which does not depend on q. In particular the size of cf( g 1 , g 2 ) is bounded. Since we also show below that cf(Sp 4 (q)) = F q , the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 then follows.
Proof. Let V be the natural module for Sp 4 (F q ) and let B = (e 1 , f 1 , e 2 , f 2 ) be a standard basis of V . That is, (e i , f i ) = 1, (e i , e i ) = (f i , f i ) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, (e i , f j ) = (e i , e j ) = (f i , f j ) = 0 for i = j such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2. Here (, ) : V × V → F q denotes the symplectic form associated to V . Let ω be a generator of the cyclic group F * q and let g be the element of GL 4 (q) defined by:
It is easy to check that g is in fact an element of G 0 = Sp 4 (q) and that tr(g) = ω. It follows that cf(G 0 ) = F q as claimed.
Let M n (R) denote the algebra of n×n matrices over a commutative ring R. Given a ring homomorphism α : R → S, note that α induces a ring homomorphism M n (R) → M n (S) where α(A) ij = α(A ij ) for all A ∈ M n (R). We recall the following elementary result, see for example [11, XIV, §3] . Given M ∈ M 4 (R), we let p M (T ) be its characteristic polynomial. Write
where
for l ∈ {1, 2, 3}. For a positive integer k and a k-tuple (i 1 , . . . , i k ) with i j ∈ {±1, ±2, ±3} for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, set
Then the following assertions hold.
(i) 2 for Equation (4.4), using in the three cases that tr(M 2 ) = tr(M ) 2 −2χ 2 (M ) for all M ∈ GL 4 (F).
Suppose now that
, and the ideal
generated by {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 } is prime. Hence
is an integral domain. Let F be the field of fractions of R, a field of characteristic 0. Consider the elements (
) and (A 3 ij ) belong to GL 4 (F ). Since char(F ) = 0, the result holds for the elements (A 1 ij ), (A 2 ij ) and (A 3 ij ). Now we can choose a ring homomorphism α : R → F such that α(X l ij + I) = (M l ) ij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4 and 1 ≤ l ≤ 3. Consider the induced ring homomorphism α : M 4 (R) → M 4 (F) such that α(A) ij = α(A ij ) for all A ∈ M 4 (R) and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4. In particular, we have M l = α(A l ij ) for 1 ≤ l ≤ 3. Lemma 4.3 together with the fact that the result holds for (A 1 ij ), (A 2 ij ) and (A 3 ij ) in GL 4 (F ) now yield the result in general.
Let F 2 be the free group on two generators x 1 and x 2 . Given a word w of F 2 and a group G, the word map w : G × G → G is defined such that for every (g 1 , g 2 ) ∈ G × G, w(g 1 , g 2 ) is obtained from w(x 1 , x 2 ) by substituting the group elements g 1 , g 2 for x 1 , x 2 . For an element w ∈ F 2 we denote by |w| its length with respect to the generators x 1 and x 2 of F 2 , whereas given an element g ∈ G we let |g| denote the order of g. Proposition 4.5. Let g 1 , g 2 be elements of GL 4 (F) of order 3. The character field of g 1 , g 2 is generated by
Proof. It is enough to show that for every w ∈ F 2 , tr(w(g 1 , g 2 )) is a polynomial in X with coefficients in Z. We proceed by induction on |w|. The claim is obvious for |w| ≤ 4. Assume |w| > 4. Since |g 1 | = |g 2 | = 3 and since the trace is invariant under cyclic permutations of a product, we may assume
Note that a word w of length |w| > 4 as in (4.5) must contain, up to cyclic permutation, a subword of the form y 1 y 2 y 1 y 2 or y 1 y 2 y where {y 1 , y
and |w| ≤ |w| − 1. By Equation (4.2) and induction tr(w(g 1 , g 2 )) = t 12123 can be written as a polynomial in X with coefficients in Z. Similarly, as the trace is invariant under cyclic permutations, if w or one of its cyclic permutations contains a subword of the form y 1 y 2 y 1 y 2 , where
2 } then tr(w(g 1 , g 2 )) can be written as a polynomial in X with coefficients in Z. In the remainder, we may therefore assume that neither w nor any of its cyclic permutations contain a subword of the form y 1 y 2 y 1 y 2 where {y 1 , y
By the above, we may assume that a 3 = 1.
By Equation (4.3) t 12−123 + t −12123 can be written as a polynomial in X with coefficients in Z. Now M
can be written as a polynomial in X with coefficients in Z, hence so can be tr(w(g 1 , g 2 )) = t 12−123 . By the two cases considered above, in the remainder, we may assume that neither w nor any of its cyclic permutations contain a subword of the form y 1 y 2 y 1 y 2 or y 1 y 2 y 2 ) and c 12 = χ 2 (g 1 g 2 ). The character field of g 1 , g 2 is generated by t 12 , c 12 and t 1−2 . Moreover (t 1−2 + t 12 + 1)(t Proof. Since we can argue up to conjugation in GL 4 (F) where F denotes an algebraic closure of F, we may assume without loss of generality that F is algebraically closed. For a positive integer k and a k-tuple (i 1 , . . . , i k ) with i j ∈ {±1, ±2} for 1 ≤ j ≤ k, set
and
for l ∈ {1, 2}. If char(F) = 3 we let ω ∈ F be a primitive third root of unity. Let g be an element of Sp 4 (F) of order 3. Note that
if char(F) = 3 and 1 is not an eigenvalue of g (T − 1) 2 (T − ω)(T − ω −1 ) if char(F) = 3 and 1 is an eigenvalue of g (T − 1) 4 if char(F) = 3.
In particular, by (4.1), tr(g) ∈ {−2, 1} and χ 2 (g) ∈ {0, 3}.
More generally if g, h ∈ GL 4 (F) then gh and hg have the same characteristic polynomial. Moreover since tr(g −1 ) = tr(g) and χ 2 (g −1 ) = χ 2 (g) for every g ∈ Sp 4 (F), we now deduce from Proposition 4.5 that the character field of g 1 , g 2 is generated by 
and so t 1212 is a polynomial in t 12 and c 12 with integer coefficients. Note also that for an element g of Sp 4 (F) of order 3 we have
is not an eigenvalue of g (T − 1) 2 (T 2 + T + 1) if char(F) = 3 and 1 is an eigenvalue of g and the minimal polynomial of g is (T − 1)(T 2 + T + 1) or T 2 + T + 1 according respectively as whether or not char(F) = 3 and 1 is an eigenvalue of g. Let V be the natural module for Sp 4 (F). Since g 1 , g 2 is irreducible, Lemma 4.6 yields that at least one of g 1 or g 2 has minimal polynomial of degree 3. Without loss of generality, we may assume that g 1 has minimal polynomial of degree 3. Let W ≤ V be a two-dimensional eigenspace for g 2 .
We now consider two cases:
Case (a). Assume first that there is a nonzero element v of W such that g 2 1 v ∈ v, g 1 v . Let U = v, g 1 v . Note that dim U = 2. Indeed, otherwise v is an eigenvector of g 1 and g 2 , contradicting the irreducibility of g 1 , g 2 . Note also that U is a g 1 -invariant subspace. Let g U and g V /U be the linear maps induced by g 1 on U and V /U , respectively. Then g U has characteristic polynomial T 2 + T + 1 and so g V /U must have characteristic polynomial (T − 1) 2 . Thus g V /U has minimal polynomial T − 1 or (T − 1) 2 , and the latter case can only occur if char(F) = 3. Note that v, g 1 v and g 2 g 1 v are linearly independent. Indeed otherwise g 2 g 1 v ∈ v, g 1 v and so U is g 1 , g 2 -invariant, contradicting the irreducibility of g 1 , g 2 . Let w ∈ W be such that W = v, w . Note that w ∈ U . Indeed, otherwise U is again g 1 , g 2 -invariant, a contradiction.
Subcase (a.1). Suppose that g V /U has minimal polynomial T − 1. Since g V /U has minimal polynomial T − 1 and w ∈ U , we deduce that g 1 w = w + u for some u ∈ U . We claim that B = (v, g 1 v, g 2 g 1 v, w) is a basis of V . Suppose not. Then w ∈ v, g 1 v, g 2 g 1 v and so v, g 1 v, g 2 g 1 v = v, g 1 v, w is g 1 , g 2 -invariant, contradicting the irreducibility of g 1 , g 2 . With respect to the basis B of V , the elements g 1 and g 2 have the following form
Furthermore, they preserve an alternating form, so for i ∈ {1, 2} we have g T i Xg i = X for some invertible matrix and let I be the ideal of R generated by det(∆) − 1 and the entries of the five matrices It follows that Θ c (χ 3 (h)) = 0 and ∆ c (χ 2 (h)) = 0.
Note that for any Θ ∈ Z[T ] and any r ∈ R, we have Θ(α(r)) = α(Θ(r)). Therefore Θ c (α(χ 3 (h))) = α(Θ c (χ 3 (h))) = 0 and ∆ c (α(χ 2 (h))) = α(∆ c (χ 2 (h))) = 0.
The result follows from the fact that χ k (g) = χ k (g ′ ) = α(χ k (h)) for k ∈ {1, 2}.
We can now prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first consider part (i). Suppose there is a positive integer r such that Sp 4 (p r ) is a (3, 3, c)-group. Let F be the finite field of characteristic p and order p r . Then there exist elements g 1 , g 2 of Sp 4 (F) of order 3 such that g 1 g 2 has order dividing c and g 1 , g 2 = Sp 4 (F). Note that g 1 , g 2 is absolutely irreducible. By Lemma 4. (The polynomials Θ c , ∆ c ∈ Z[T ] are defined in Lemma 4.8.) Since A is a finite-dimensional algebra over the field F p , seen as a finite-dimensional vector space over F p , A has only finitely many subspaces, say A 1 , . . . , A m . In particular there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ m such that F ∼ = A/A i . Noting that c has a finite number of divisors, it follows that there are only finitely many positive integers r such that Sp 4 (p r ) is a (3, 3, c)-group. We now consider part (ii). By part (i) it is enough to show that if PSp 4 (p r ) is a (3, 3, c)-group, then Sp 4 (p r ) is a (3, 3, 2c)-group. We suppose that p > 2, as otherwise PSp 4 (p r ) ∼ = Sp 4 (p r ). Suppose there is a positive integer r such that PSp 4 (p r ) is a (3, 3, c)-group. Let F be the finite field of characteristic p and order p r and write Z(Sp 4 (F)) = Z. Then there exist elements g 1 , g 2 of Sp 4 (F) of order 3 such that g 1 g 2 has order dividing 2c and g 1 , g 2 Z = Sp 4 (F). Since Sp 4 (F) has no subgroup of index 2, we deduce that g 1 , g 2 = Sp 4 (F) and so Sp 4 (F) is a (3, 3, 2c)-group. Part (iii) now follows from parts (i) and (ii) and Proposition 3.1.
